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In July 2016, a pioneer in the development of automatic meter reading (AMR) and advanced metering infrastructure 

(AMI) technologies for more than 50 years on water utilities approached Ameex with the objective to find a partner 

who could maintain their EPiServer website and provide ongoing development and support. Since 1892, this 

company has continually focused on the evolving needs of water utilities like revenue optimization, operational 

efficiencies, and improved customer service by serving more than 4000 water utilities across North America.

We gathered following insights from the audit –

To sum it, total site audit helped us unravel the underlying 

issues that existed in the site and helped prepare an action 

plan for the complete turnaround of the site. It also served 

as a baseline documentation, using which, Ameex team 

could seamlessly improve the site in an incremental manner.

The site built on EPiServer 9.x came with lot of inherent 

issues that made it very unstable. To understand and 

investigate these issues, Ameex conducted its proprietary 

site assessment study- ‘Total Site Audit’ that helped it to 

gather insights on all major areas like Coding, Site 

architecture, EpiServer Coding Best Practices, Security, 

SEO, Performance, UI/UX and also the issues that were 

plaguing the platform. This site assessment is critical in 

preparing a baseline and future enhancement plan for 

the site.

Understanding underlying challenges
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Site was running on outdated EPiServer 9.x, coding 
best practices not followed

Custom workflows and business logics were badly 
implemented

Major security vulnerabilities existed in the Source 
code and in Application

Site took 9 seconds to load, had plenty both front 
end and Db tunning scope 

Site Architecture and overall UX of the site was 
unappealing with misaligned content, difficulty in 
navigation, and a lot of technical glitches.



Ameex’s approach

The website was running on EPiServer 9.x which was outdated, it posed security and stability related 

challenges for the website. Also, majority of the technical issues in the site was due to it being on a 

deprecated version of EPiServer. Ameex upgraded the site to EPiServer 11.14, followed a layered architecture 

to improve code maintenance and performance .Majority of back-end and front-end issues that plagued the 

site were resolved just by upgrading to the latest EPiServer and implementing the solution in the right way.

Upgrading to 
EPiServer 11.x

Upgrading to 
EPiServer 11.x

Content 
optimization

Security 
enhancements

Enhancing overall site 
performance

Gathering customer insights 
through tracking
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Content on their previous website were not aligned with the respective products. Also, it was difficult to search 

for a particular product as the site did not have a well-defined search functionality with filters. We 

implemented customized content filters using EPiServer framework APIs which also suited their business 

requirements. New third party search ADD Search functionality was implemented for extended image and text 

search support for the customers

which made site navigation and search very seamless for the customers. Apart from these, block contents 

were created across landing pages with proper CTA buttons to get customer attention. Another crucial 

content solution which we implemented was the dynamic content feature which would show content to 

visitors based on their intent for better engagement. All these enhancements and optimization contributed to 

a better user experience for visitors to the site and search the right products as per their need.

Content 
optimization

When Ameex received this website, it was lagging in basic security compliances and best practices. During 

the implementation of EPiServer upgrade source code was thoroughly tested for vulnerabilities, also 

application was tested for complete vulnerability analysis. Basic security best practices like Strict password 

policies, Google Captcha for form Submissions, Timestamp and Honeypot validations were implemented. 

Along with all these, as part of ongoing maintenance Ameex updates the EPiServer platform with all security 

updates and patches to keep the website updated and secure.

Security 
enhancements

For improving site performance, we removed all vulnerable and deprecated controls and developed a new 

layered site architecture. Also, we implemented EPiServer error logging functionality which helped us to 

quickly rectify errors. We also effectively used a breadcrumb structure to incorporate an easy navigation 

across the site. Along with this, periodic health checks and audits helped to progressively improve the sites 

coding, architecture, security vulnerabilities, performance, and overall UI/UX.

Enhancing overall 
site performance

Initially the website had no effective way to track its visitors or know about them. Gathering these insights were 

crucial for engaging them with personalized content and re-targeting them. To achieve this, we implemented 

Google Tag Manager and Google Search on the website which gave information regarding user behavior and 

demography. It helped the company make informed decisions regarding their products and marketing strategy. 

Gathering customer 
insights through tracking
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Since the beginning of this support & maintenance 
engagement with this client, Ameex has consistently 
focused on all-round enhancement of the site 
through incremental improvements, along with 
ongoing maintenance of EPiServer platform. After the 
initial issues were resolved through a series of steps 
and audit recommendations were implemented over a 
period, we completely managed the site and provided 
ongoing development, support & maintenance. This 
client has been renewing the maintenance services 
with Ameex for last 4 years, it is a testimony of 
Ameex’s EPiServer capabilities and services.

Value delivered
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